Abstract. The occurrence of conical refraction in hexagonal and in cubic elastic media is investigated by the method of localizations. This is accomplished by generalizing the Atiyah-BottGårding theory from the scalar case to hyperbolic square systems of linear partial differential systems with constant coefficients.
Introduction and notations.
The phenomenon of internal conical refraction (of elastic waves excited by suddenly applied forces) was experimentally verified for cubic media by de Klerk and Musgrave in 1954 (see [23] ). Mathematical proofs of the appearance of conical refraction were given by Burridge in 1967 and by Norris in 2007 (see [6] , [30] ). These proofs rely on (uniform) asymptotic expansions of integral representations of the fundamental matrix (= Green's tensor). These integral representations are, in essence, the Herglotz-Petrovsky formulas specialized to hyperbolic systems of differential operators which are homogeneous of order two. The domain of integration is the slowness surface, and the asymptotic expansions are deduced by means of the method of stationary phase applied to the evaluation of the integrals in the neighborhood of a conical point; cf. also [4] .
In a recent paper, we have represented the fundamental matrix of the elastodynamic system in hexagonal media, i.e., the 3 × 3 matrix of distributions E satisfying 
⎞ ⎠ E = I 3 δ(t, x)
(with t ∈ R, x ∈ R 3 ) and E = 0 for t < 0 by single definite integrals (see [32, Prop. 5, p. 429] ). Thereby we could show that, in general hexagonal media, i.e., for a 2 = a 5 , the phenomenon of internal conical refraction does not occur. This result confirmed a conjecture of Payton ("For this reason it is conjectured that no wave front lids are necessary"; see [34, p. 67] ) and confuted a presage of Musgrave ("An extension of the integral formulation would also help to resolve problems about the existence and nature of the frustum of cone lids on the elastic wave surfaces of some hexagonal media which our findings appear to presage"; see [28, p. 579] ). In the physically unrealistic case of a 1 = a 2 = a 5 , Payton proved the existence of conical refraction (see [35] ), and we confirmed his result even in the more general case of a 2 = a 5 ; see [32, p. 424] .
The aim of the present paper is to rederive these known results on the occurrence or nonoccurrence, respectively, of conical refraction in cubic and hexagonal media by a simpler, unified approach which does not rely on the Herglotz-Petrovsky formulae.
Instead, we use the method of localizations expounded in [2] , [3] for scalar differential operators, and we generalize it to square systems of differential operators. Let us give a reason for our rederivation. Whereas there are many mathematical proofs (in journals and textbooks) for the existence of conical refraction of electromagnetic waves since 1832, there exists only one for the occurrence of conical refraction in cubic crystals (see [6] , [23] ) and one for the nonoccurrence in hexagonal media (see [32] ), both based on suitable evaluations of the Herglotz-Petrovsky formula. In our opinion, this justifies the presentation of a second proof.
Earlier, the localization method was exemplified by Esser (see [11] ) in proving conical refraction for the system of crystal optics. A hint on the localization method applied to crystal optics can already be found in [14, p. 21] .
Let us describe the content of the paper more in detail. In section 2, we first recall the definitions of hyperbolicity, hyperbolicity cones, propagation cones, fundamental matrices, and localizations. A lemma clarifies the relationship between the localizations of square systems and of their determinants and adjoint matrices, respectively. In Proposition 1, we prove the localization theorem for the singular support of the fundamental matrix of a system.
In subsection 2.5, we define the wavefront surface (not to be confounded with the wavefront set of microlocal analysis), the slowness and the characteristic surface, and we give a mathematical definition of the term "conical refraction" for scalar operators Q(D). In subsection 2.6, we explain how the singularities of the fundamental matrix of the system P (D) are connected with those of its determinant Q(D) = det P (D). We then explain how one can use microlocal analysis if the singular support of the fundamental matrix cannot be determined by localizations.
In subsection 2.7, we elucidate the differences between systems and scalar operators by means of the simple diagonal system
, where
Section 3 is devoted to the occurrence of conical refraction in hexagonal media. In subsection 3.2, it is shown that conical refraction occurs in Payton's "restricted transversal isotropic elastic solids," i.e., such where a 2 = a 5 . If a 2 = a 5 , then there is no conical refraction (subsection 3.3).
Section 4 deals with elastodynamics in crystals with cubic symmetry. Though they are determined by only three different elastic constants (one more than for isotropic media and two less than for hexagonal media), the analysis of the propagation of singularities is more involved: In Proposition 2, we state necessary and sufficient conditions for the hyperbolicity of the cubic system in terms of the elastic constants. The conditions for the positive definiteness of the strain energy function found earlier in [8] imply hyperbolicity, but they are not equivalent to it. In subsection 4.2, we determine the conical points for cubic media, and we calculate the singular support of the fundamental matrix in subsection 4.3. The result is summarized in Proposition 3.
Finally, let us establish some notations. As usual, Euclidean space is written as R n , and S n−1 denotes the unit sphere in R n , i.e., S n−1 := {x ∈ R n : |x| = 1}. Whereas in the general section 2, the variables in R n are denoted by ξ and x, the corresponding variables in sections 3 and 4 (and in the simple example in subsection 2.7) are (τ, ξ) and (t, x) ∈ R 4 . If N is a nonzero vector in R n , then H N denotes the closed half-space orthogonal to N and containing N, i.e.,
The Landau symbol O(h(s)) for s → 0 has its usual meaning:
h(s) is bounded near s = 0. The Heaviside function is denoted by Y, the l × l unit matrix is written as I l , and A ad is the adjoint matrix of the l × l matrix A, i.e.,
We consider differential operators with constant coefficients only and use as differentiation symbols
n . We employ the standard notations for the distribution spaces D , S , the duals of the spaces D, S of "test functions" and of "rapidly decreasing functions," respectively; see [36] , [21] . By supp T, sing supp T, sing supp A T, we denote the support, the singular support, and the analytic singular support of T ∈ D , respectively, i.e., the complements of the sets where T vanishes, is infinitely differentiable, or is realanalytic, respectively; see [13, Def. 1.4.1, p. 12; Def. 8.6.1, p. 108]. We use the Fourier transform F in the form (F φ)(x) := e −ixξ φ(ξ) dξ, φ ∈ S, this being extended to S by continuity. Herein and also elsewhere, the Euclidean inner product (x, ξ) → xξ is simply expressed by juxtaposition. 
is a scalar hyperbolic operator with respect to N, i.e., (i) the principal part Q pr of Q satisfies Q pr (N ) = 0, and 
The fundamental solution E(Q(D), N) can be represented by Fourier transformation:
if τ < τ 0 and τ 0 is as in (2.1) above; see [22, eq. (12.5. 3), p. 120].
By a fundamental matrix (Green's tensor) for the system P (D) to the right or left, we understand a matrix E ∈ D (R n ) l×l such that
respectively; see [36, p. 140 
, N) and E 1 is another fundamental matrix of P (D) to the right, say, with support in H N , then 
Localization.
For an l × l matrix P (ξ) of polynomials, we set
and we define its localization P ζ (ξ) at infinity in the direction ζ ∈ R n as the lowest (nonvanishing) coefficient in the Maclaurin series of s m P (ξ + ζ/s) with respect to s, i.e., 
In particular, m ζ (P ) = 0 is equivalent to P pr (ζ) = 0; then P ζ (ξ) = P pr (ζ) is constant with respect to ξ.
In the next lemma, we shall establish a connection between the localizations of P and of its determinant Q. Lemma 1. Let P be a square matrix of polynomials on R n , Q = det P, and ζ ∈ R n . Then the following holds:
and P be of size l × l and of degree m. Then
and hence
This shows that Q ζ = det P ζ if det P ζ does not vanish identically.
The second assertion follows analogously from
Remark. If the system P (D) is hyperbolic and if det P ζ (D) does not vanish identically, then it coincides with Q ζ (D) by the lemma, and this scalar operator is again hyperbolic; see [2, Lem. 3.42, p. 136] . Hence the localized system P ζ (D) is hyperbolic, provided that det P ζ does not vanish identically and its fundamental solution satisfies, by the lemma,
The localization theorem.
Here we transfer the "localization theorem" 4.10 in [2, p. 144] from the scalar case to the matrix case.
and, more precisely,
Proof. Let 1 ≤ j, k ≤ l, and q, r ∈ N 0 such that
. Furthermore, the operators Q(D + ζ s ) are hyperbolic, and, due to
This furnishes the following limit relation in D (R n ) : 
This completes the proof.
Remarks.
(1) As far as we know, the only reference for Proposition 1 in the matrix case is [11, p. 191, last line] , where the four volumes of Hörmander in Springer's Grundlehren are quoted.
(2) Combining the remark in 2.3 with Proposition 1 yields
for localizations P ζ , ζ ∈ R n \ {0}, with not identically vanishing determinant. In particular, (2.5) holds in the scalar case, and it coincides then with the "localization theorem" 4.10 in [2, p. 144].
Physically, (2.5) and the more refined version in Proposition 1 express the wellknown duality between "slowness surface" and "wave surface" (see subsection 2.5): When ζ runs through the nonsingular points on the slowness surface, then the supports in the left-hand side of (2.5) build up the wave surface, and points that are singular on the slowness surface can (in dependence on the adjoint matrix) produce conical refraction; see below. 
The wavefront surface and conical refraction in the scalar case. Let us consider in this subsection a scalar hyperbolic operator Q(D). The set
Taking account of Proposition 1, we obtain the following sequence of inclusions for a scalar hyperbolic operator Q(D) : N) ; (2.6) cf. [15, eq. (4) , p. 225]. In most of the physically relevant cases, all these inclusions are identities. In particular,
holds if the dimension n does not exceed four (since then either Q pr is complete or the reduced dimension of it is at most three); see [3, Thm. 7.7, p. 175] .
Let us now give a mathematical definition of the term "conical refraction"; see also [16, N) . If the inclusions in (2.6) are identities (as is usually the case), then conical refraction occurs in those points of the set
which are not already contained in Ξ * . Hence C is the union of the propagation cones of the localizations of Q in the directions of the singular or conical points ζ on the slowness surface. (We emphasize that we use the term "conical points" indifferently for all singular points in Ξ, in contrast to some authors.)
Let us yet shortly explain the historical origin of the term "conical refraction." Originally, it referred to a physical phenomenon predicted in 1832 by Hamilton and verified experimentally in the same year by Lloyd in the study of the reflection of light in biaxial crystals; see [17, pp. 360-362] . In such media, Maxwell's equations lead to the operator
, c, μ, j denoting the speed of light, the magnetic permeability, and the dielectric constants, respectively). The slowness surface X = {ξ ∈ R 3 ; (1, ξ) ∈ Ξ, i.e., Q(1, ξ) = 0} is called Fresnel's surface (see Figure 1) is nothing else but an affine representation of Ξ interpreted as projective variety.) X is homeomorphic to two disjoint spheres glued together at the four singular points of X, which two by two are pairwise opposite and span the "optical axes."
The wave surface X * = {x ∈ R 3 ; (1, x) ∈ Ξ * }, which is dual to X, is given by the equation
and hence has the same shape as X. The singular support of E(Q(D), N) (with N = (1, 0, 0, 0)) is the union of Ξ * with the set C of conical refraction defined in (2.7). C is made up by the propagation cones of the localizations of Q at the four singular points. The intersection of C with t = 1 yields the four Hamiltonian circles, which are the circular lids on the convex closure of the Fresnel surface X * ; see Figure 1 (where two of these circles are visible), [25] , [14, p. 21] [7] , [33] .
Conical refraction for hyperbolic systems.
For a hyperbolic l×l system P (D), the determination of the singular support of the fundamental matrix, i.e., of
is often more intricate than in the scalar case. Obviously, we can conclude from (2.3) that
if Q = det P. Taking into account Proposition 1 and (2.6), this yields
Whereas the left-most inclusion in (2.9) is usually an equality, this is not the case for (2.8), and then the wavefront surface W (Q(D), N) of the determinant operator is too large a bound for the singular support of E(P (D), N) .
Let us finally describe how one can use microlocal analysis (see [21, Chap . VIII] or the pedagogical introduction in [13, Chap. 11, p. 144]), i.e., the theory of the wavefront set (not to be confused with the wavefront surface in subsection 2.5), in order to determine the singular support of E(P (D), N) in the cases where some inclusions in (2.9) are strict. We recall that the wavefront set of U ∈ D (R n ) is the set of tangent vectors (x, ξ) ∈ R n × (R n \ {0}) representing directions ξ into which F (φU ) is not fast decreasing for each φ ∈ D(R n ), with φ(x) = 0, i.e.,
Thus, in some sense, the wavefront set WF U describes the "propagation directions" of the singularities of U. Furthermore, for homogeneous distributions U, the wavefront sets of U and of
Let us now suppose that P (D) is a hyperbolic l × l system, which is homogeneous of degree m, and let us define Ξ and Ξ * as in subsection 2.5 for Q = det P. Since Q is homogeneous, we can choose τ 0 = 0 in (2.1), and (2. 
a fact we already know from subsection 2.5. For the system P (D), we conclude analogously from (2.3) that
and WF T = ∪ 1≤j,k≤l WF T jk ⊂ WF S. If ξ 0 ∈ Ξ with ∇Q(ξ 0 ) = 0 as above, then ξ 0 ∈ sing supp T and WF T ⊂ WF S imply that
and thus again
More generally, (2.10) implies that the set C = sing supp E(P (D), N) \ Ξ * of conical refraction coincides with (2.12) {x ∈ R n \ {0}; ∃ξ 0 ∈ Ξ : ∇Q(ξ 0 ) = 0 and (
In the dubious cases where the inclusions in (2.9) do not suffice to pin down C, we shall determine the set in (2.12).
Example. For illustration in a simple case, let us consider the diagonal system
, which is apparently hyperbolic in the direction N = (1, 0, 0, 0). For its determinant operator
a product of two wave operators in three space dimensions, the singular points on the slowness surface
are ridge points. (They would not be called "conical" by some authors, since their tangent varieties are not cones but consist of two planes each.) Let us stress the fact that the localizations at these singular points actually yield lids on the wavefront surface: The set C in (2.7) consists of two frusta lying on circular cones revolving around the x 3 -axis; see Figure 2 . 
Whereas conical refraction occurs for Q(D), the fundamental matrix of P (D) is given by
, and
is the union of two cones. Thus sing supp E(P (D), N) coincides with Ξ * ∩ H N , and no conical refraction occurs for P (D). Hence the upper bound in (2.9) can be too large because it does not reflect the form of the adjoint matrix of P, in contrast to the lower bound.
Conical refraction in hexagonal media.

Elastodynamics in hexagonal media.
Hexagonal or transversely isotropic media are characterized by the property of rotational symmetry with respect to an axis. In [32] , we extended Payton's seminal work [34] in that area by providing qualitative and quantitative information on the fundamental matrix of the elastodynamic system P (D) = I 3 ∂ 
(Here we assumed that the x 3 -coordinate is measured along the direction of the symmetry axis. This implies that the slowness surface and the wavefront surface are symmetric about the vertical axis.) As observed already by Christoffel in 1877, the determinant Q = det P splits: (Alternatively, the hyperbolicity of P (D), respectively, the conditions in (3.1) are equivalent to the ellipticity of the system −A(D), i.e., to the positive semidefiniteness of the matrix A(ξ) for each ξ ∈ R 3 .) We assume, moreover, that the inequalities in (3.1) are strict, which is equivalent to Q(0, ξ) = 0 for ξ ∈ R 3 \ {0} and which, physically, amounts to the positivity of the propagation speeds (see [34, p. 5] ). Figure 3 , right part. For the system P (D), however, we showed in [32, Prop. 4, pp. 424, 425 ] that, similarly as in the example in subsection 2.7, no conical refraction can occur in general hexagonal media, to be precise, as long as a 2 = a 5 . We shall verify this fact anew in subsection 3.3 below by employing the procedure outlined in subsection 2.6. Hence the dashed lines in Figure 3 , right part, are not contained in sing supp E(P (D), N) .
In the exceptional case of a 2 = a 5 , a 3 = 0, we have shown in [32, p. 428 ] by explicit calculation of the fundamental matrix that conical refraction appears. In subsection 3.2, we shall rederive this fact from Proposition 1. a 2 = a 5 , a 3 = 0, i. e., Payton's "restricted transversely isotropic elastic solid". If a 2 = a 5 , then the fourthorder factor R of the determinant Q has the form
Conical refraction in the case
with ξ = ξ1 ξ2 ∈ R 2 , and therefore the slowness surface X = {ξ ∈ R 3 ; Q(1, ξ) = 0}
has triple points at ξ = (0, 0, ± 1 √ a5 ); cf. Figure 4 , left part. The corresponding localizations at ζ = (1, 0, 0, ±
Employing the lemma in subsection 2.3, we conclude that = P
Therefore,
Starting from the fundamental solution of the planar wave operator
in R 4 (recall that Y denotes the Heaviside function),
we find, by a linear transformation,
and hence Proposition 1 implies that sing supp E(P (D), N) 13 contains the two circular lids
cf. Figure 4 , right part.
In the special case of a 1 = a 2 = a 5 , the occurrence of the two lids was proven by explicit calculation of E(P (D), N) 33 in [35, pp. 187, 188] . The occurrence of conical refraction in the general case a 2 = a 5 was proven differently by employing an explicit formula for E(P (D), N) on the x 3 -axis in [32, pp. 427, 428] . Let us observe that a 3 should be replaced by |a 3 | in the formula for the lids in the last line of [32, p. 427] and that this formula then agrees with (3.2). general hexagonal media, i.e., for a 2 = a 5 . We shall show here that, similarly as in the example in subsection 2.7, the ridge points on Ξ (cf. Figure 3 , left part) do not yield any additional contributions to the singular support of the fundamental matrix E (P (D), N) In accordance with subsection 2.6 (where ξ now corresponds to (τ, ξ) ), we set
No conical refraction in
This implies that, for the ridge points on Ξ, i.e. for η = (τ, ξ) ∈ Ξ with ρ = 0 and W 1 (η) = R(η) = 0 (and hence η being singular on Ξ), the set {(t, x) ∈ R 4 \ {0}; (η, −t, −x) ∈ WF T } consists of two half-rays only, which are indeed contained in the closed set Ξ * ∩ H N . (This is due to the fact that η is a regular point on the slowness surfaces of R(D) and of W 1 (D), respectively.) Therefore, for all hexagonal media, the ridge points on Ξ do not produce conical refraction.
Let us yet show that, in the case a 2 = a 5 , the two singular points on the symmetry axis, i.e., η = (τ, ξ) ∈ Ξ \ {0} with ξ 1 = ξ 2 = ρ = 0, ξ 3 = ± τ √ a5 do not yield conical refraction either. Indeed, since Q(ζ) does not vanish for ζ in a neighborhood of η in C 4 with Im ζ lying in a convex circular cone with axis R · ∇W 1 (η), [21, Thm. 8.1.6] implies that {(t, x) ∈ R 4 \ {0}; (η, −t, −x) ∈ WF S} is just a half-ray. On account of (2.12), this proves that no conical refraction occurs in general hexagonal media, i.e., as long as a 2 = a 5 . 
see [37, p. 272 . Nevertheless, this system of PDE is more complicated than the one for hexagonal media, since the determinant Q = det P does not split:
Let us first state conditions on the real constants a, b, c which are necessary and sufficient such that the system P (D) is hyperbolic. 
where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 denote the eigenvalues of A(ξ). Hence P (D) is hyperbolic iff all of these eigenvalues are nonnegative, i.e., iff the matrix
is positive semidefinite for each ξ ∈ R 3 . By Jacobi's criterion (see [38, sect. 6 .2, p. 321]), A is positive semidefinite iff all the principal minors of A are nonnegative, i.e., iff For ξ ∈ S 2 , let us set η j = ξ 2 j and
The elementary symmetric functions s 2 , s 3 parameterize the triangle S = {η ∈ (0, 1) 3 ; 2 , s 3 = t 2 − 2t 3 , and
Due to
and (a − b)t ≥ −c for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 2 , we must finally show that the quadratic polynomial g(t) = αt 2 + βt + γ is nonnegative on the interval [0, 1 2 ]. By the next lemma, this is equivalent to the three inequalities
The first two inequalities follow directly from (4.2), and the third one is also implied thereby, since
2 (a + 3c)) = 0, and
This completes the proof. Lemma 2. Let α, β, γ, x 0 , x 1 ∈ R with x 0 < x 1 , and set g(x) = αx 2 + βx + γ. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. (i) is equivalent to the nonnegativity of the quadratic polynomial (1+x)
2 ·g Remarks.
(1) Let us note that, in [29] , the positive definiteness of the strainenergy function is also characterized by conditions on the elastic constants. In the cubic case, Musgrave obtains the inequalities max 0, (2) In the following, we shall assume, in addition to the hyperbolicity of P, that the slowness surface X = {ξ ∈ R 3 ; Q(1, ξ) = 0} does not contain any points at infinity, i.e., that Q(0, ξ) = 0 for ξ ∈ R 3 \ {0}. This means that the matrices A(ξ) are positive definite for ξ = 0 and hence that all the inequalities in (4.2) are strict. Physically, this amounts to the exclusion of zero propagations speeds; cf. subsection 3.1 and [34, p. 5] for the hexagonal case.
Singular points on the slowness surfaces of cubic media.
The singular points on the slowness surface X = {ξ ∈ R 3 ; det P (1, ξ) = 0} arise for those ξ ∈ X, where A(ξ) has an eigenvalue of multiplicity at least 2. (Visually, this means that at least two of the sheets of X meet in ξ, and ξ is sometimes called a multiple or conical point of X; cf. the discussion in subsection 2. , ξ) , etc., and this furnishes eight singular points:
on the other hand, if, say, ξ 1 = 0, then τ 2 − c|ξ| 2 = 0 and ξ 2 ξ 3 = 0, and this furnishes the six points on the axes:
Let us also shortly discuss the exceptional values of the elastic constants: If a = b, then the cubic system degenerates to the system of isotropic elastodynamics with the Lamé constants λ = a − c, μ = c. The slowness surface X consists of the two spheres |ξ| = . In the sense of divisors, the first of these spheres is taken with multiplicity 2 and hence is "singular" on X.
and X consists of the three spheroids c|ξ| 2 + aξ 2 j = 1, j = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, all points lying on one of the six ellipses ξ j = ±ξ k , c|ξ| 2 + aξ Finally, let us consider the case of a + b = 0. Then X is, apart from the eight points of the first case, also singular along the three circles ξ j = 0, c|ξ| 2 = 1, which arise as intersections of X with one of the coordinate planes.
4.3.
Localization and conical refraction for cubic crystals. "Experimental verification of the prediction of internal conical refraction in cubic crystals has been performed" as early as 1954; see [23] , [26, p. 87] . A mathematical proof of the existence of internal conical refraction by asymptotic expansion of the fundamental matrix was given in [6, pp. 52-55] . A uniform asymptotic expansion is given in [30] . We shall verify the occurrence of conical refraction by applying the theory explained in section 2, in particular Proposition 1.
The localizations of Q = det P at the intersection of X with the axes are squares of first-order operators: For ζ = (1,
, 0, 0), say, we have
The propagation cone of Q ζ (D) is just a half-ray, and hence these singular points do not lead to conical refraction. On the other hand, let us consider now one of the eight points of the first case (see subsection 4.2) for a nonisotropic cubic medium, i.e., a = b. For definiteness, we take ζ = (1, α, α, α) ∈ Ξ with α > 0, and hence α = From the eight singular points (±α, ±α, ±α) on the slowness surface, we thus obtain the well-known eight circular lids of conical refraction in cubic media on the respective eight planes ±x 1 ± x 2 ± x 3 = t α . As already mentioned above, this phenomenon was studied, an experimental verification was reported in [23] , and a mathematical proof by asymptotic expansion of the fundamental matrix E(P (D), N) is contained in [6] . In particular, formula (4.3) yields arctan(
) for half the opening angle of the refraction cones in accordance with [23, eq. (12) (D), N) consists of the forward wave surface {(t, x) ∈ Ξ * ; t ≥ 0} and of the eight circular cones
which yield the lids of conical refraction.
